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The White House astrologers:
the two key issues involved
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

The/ollowing analysis was released on May10,1988.

It is extremely important that I, as a candidate for the Dem

ocratic Party's 1988 presidential nomination, provide the
citizen essential guidelines for understanding the issue of the
astrologers' control over the minds of the President and Nan

getic support from many citizens who believed the carefully

orchestrated public relations campaign to portray Ronald
Reagan as a devout Christian; now, we discover that the First

Family was up to its neck in satanist practices, decades before
sympathy-grabbing references to March 31, 1981.

cy Reagan. No other presidential candidate is qualified to

The national security risk

that I put my personal signature to such a report, and do so

proven to have exerted influence over the First Lady, the

deal with this crucial, new campaign issue. It is important

Investigation of the list of names of astrologers who are

immediately.

President, or both, exposes a deeply embedded, Califomia

security risks involved, rather than continuing to view the

British foreign intelligence services, SIS's notorious, overtly

Whether one likes him or not, former White House Chief

is key to understanding the 40-year career of Ronald Rea

Public attention must be directed to the major national

scandal on the infantile level of a TV soap-opera episode.

of Staff Donald Regan is an important witness. On this issue,

based network of agents from the murkiest agency of the

satanist Occult Bureau. The Occult Bureau's Louis de Wohl
gan's most important astrologer, Hollywood's recently de

so far, he has been proven accurate in exposing the fact that

ceased Carroll Righter.

by the First Lady's adherence to astrology. He is more than

United States, why might it not be presumed rather widely,

evidence.

of OSS, that the SIS Occult Bureau's influence over a Presi

He might very well have been sincere when he denied that

does not represent a national security risk? To put that into

policy decisions of his administration. Nonetheless, whether

mer CIA official Miles Copeland, a postwar intimate of the

shows that astrologers influenced the White House's policy

was at nearly the highest rank in SIS as a whole. It happens

White House affairs have been influenced in a crucial way
borne out by White House admissions and corroborating
President Reagan's angry reaction is doubtless sincere.

astrologers' influences might have affected the shaping of the

the President understands this or not, the evidence in hand
shaping in immensely important national security matters.

There are two issues involved. First and foremost, what

author Donald Regan has exposed is a major national security

breach inside the highest levels of the White House itself, a
security risk so serious that only the conditions of outright

warfare, or irmDinent outbreak of war, could be more impor

tant. Second, this President was twice elected through ener58
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Since Britain is presumed to be the leading ally of the

especially among most of the numerous anglophile veterans
dent of the United States, while extremely objectionable,
perspective, imagine that Ronald Reagan had been, like for

late KGB General Harold "Kim" Philby from a time Philby

that SIS's Occult Bureau is a much more dangerous security
risk than the Soviets' Philby network.

Astrology was a major piece of trickery in the bag of SIS

tricks from its founding under the famous Queen Elizabeth I.

The John Dee who signed his coded messages to the Queen

007

"

,"

used his cover as a leading astrologer to penetrate and

manipulate the highest circles among foreign governments at
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that time. Dee learned these tricks from the same long tradi

tion of Chaldean, Magi, and Sufi mystics who had introduced

ish SIS's World War IT Occult BUfeau was established, a

connection which is key to understanding the national secu

pagan cabalism as a method of manipulation of Jews. The

rity implications of the Occult Bureau network's manipula

controlled the political life of the relevant regions through

household.

notorious Cult of Apollo, at Delphi, Rome, and elsewhere,
such tricks, even two thousand years earlier than sixteenth

tion of the minds-and policy decisions-of the Reagan

century Britain.

Capri, capital of the Antichrist

kookery up to the present time.

is the fact that the theosophist followers of Aleister Crowley

was opened during this century, even the famous monetarist,

tion of the Antichrist. This choice was made on the grounds

Britain's liberal establishment has a long history of such

For example, when the chest of Sir Isaac Newton's papers

The key to the creation of SIS's wartime Occult Bureau

chose the Roman Emperor Tiberius as the original incarna

John Maynard Keynes, after skimming the contents, closed

that, not only had Tiberius ordered the judicial murder of

in the first edition of his notorious General Theory, Keynes

Roman emperors, beginning with Octavian (Augustus Cae

the chest, and avowed he wished nothing to do with it. Since,

praised the Nazi system as the one most agreeable for the

application of his own economic ideas, we know that he was

not especially fastidious in his personal morality. Yet, some

thing in Newton's chest shocked him. Later, other scholars

sifted through Newton's papers, which proved to be devoted

largely to experiments in black magic.

Christ, through his nephew-in-lawPontius Pilate; all of the
sar) were members of the Magi's (Magicians') Satan-wor

shiping Cult of Mithra. Capri was the Western center for the

Cult of Mithra under the Roman emperors. It was from Capri
that Tiberius had ordered the judicial murder of Christ.

Thus, at the turn of the century, and later, Capri was the

world center of theosophy, where theosophist Axel Miinthe

Newton's devotion to kookery was neither accidental nor

occupied the premises of Tiberius's palace. It was there, in

rious for their involvement, that, in a famous and popular

trained Lenin, Stalin, and others in the future doctrines of

exceptional; the circles of Sir Francis Bacon were so noto

event of the period, the names of the members of one Stuart

Restoration cabinet were

arran ged

so that the first initials of

those names spelled " Cabal. " This did not end with William

and Mary; rather, the spread of kookery under the houses of

Orange and Hanover was as vigorous as under the Stuarts.

More or less open worship of Satan was practiced by British

liberals under Walpole, and by the circles of the Second Earl
of Shelbourne, Pitt, and Jeremy Bentham later.

the Grotto of Capri, before World War I, that Maksim Gorky

bolshevism. Later, fat Hermann Goering waddled up to ne

gotiate Adolf Hitler's purchase of Tiberius's palace as Hit

ler's future residence. Goering insisted that Hitler was the
reincarnation of Tiberius, the current incarnation of the An

tichrist; Miinthe refused to sell, insisting that it was he, the

present proprietor, who was the resident incarnation of Ti
berius.

So, as World War IT approached, British intelligence

The heyday of kookery in modem Britain began with the

turned to the circles of Crowley, persuaded the Crowleyites

versity's John Ruskin, the founder of modem British social

such mystical Nazi bosses liS Rudolf Hess and Adolf Hitler

influence of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood of Oxford Uni

ism and the point of origin of the overtly Satan-worshiping
Theosophical Society of Annie Besant, Madame Blavatsky,

Aleister Crowley, and Astor-backed Rudolf Steiner. The

to use their direct links to the circle of astrologers on whom

relied. This was later advertised as the principal tasking of
the SIS's World War IT Occult Bureau.

At the end of the war, Britain promised to declassify those

British Fabian Society was a rats' nest of this sort of kookery

files by about 1985. Those files from 40 years and more

The current phase of outright Satan-worship began with

the Occult Bureau is still in full-sc�e operation, including its

from the inception.

the work of such notables as Bavaria's composer Richard

Wagner, Russia's Fyodor Dostoevsky, Venice's Friedrich

remain top secret today. The postponement is elementary;

penetration of some among the highest-ranking political,

governmental, financial, business, news media, and other

Nietzsche, and Britain's Aleister Crowley. Nietzsche and

circles inside the United States.

tical prophecy, that, during the twentieth century, the "Age

the U.S. center of theosophy cults, and of variously Nazi,

Crowley were the most influential authors of the satanic mys

Since no later than the early 1930s, Hollywood has been

of Pisces" would be replaced by the "Age of Aquarius." To

Soviet, and Occult Bureau operations based upon the nucleus

and Crowley insisted that this meant the end of the age of

Hoover ran major operations throqgh this Hollywood nexus,

all devotees of that satanic astrological prophecy, Nietzsche

Socrates and Christ, and the dawning of the age of worship

of Satan in such forms as Lucifer, Dionysos, Osiris, or the

Magi's Abraxis.

From the late nineteenth century, through World War IT,

the world center of the theosophists' worship of Satan, was

the Isle of Capri. Some background on this is needed to

acquaint the reader with the circumstances under which BritElK
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of theosophical cults there. The late FBI Director J. Edgar
including that which recru ited yOWlg actor Ronald Reagan.

In his 1965 campaign autobiography, Where's The Rest

o/Me? Ronald Reagan referenced Carroll Righter as a good

friend, stating, "Every morning Nancy and I turn to see what
he has to say about people of our respective birth signs."

Righter is a key lead for trackiqg much of Mr. Reagan's
Hollywood and later political careers.
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Righter had come to Hollywood in 1938, to set up shop

The case of the First Lady's intimate friend, Elizabeth

as an astrologer, and was closely associated with the British

Taylor, is exemplary. Elizabeth Taylor's public relations

connections into high Nazi circles through Wohl's links to

Lady Astor; she is a kook, and a rather dangerous one.

idence of the Nazi Gestapo chief of Hollywood operations,

tival ill Turin, Italy. The churches and city government got

blackmail dossiers on Hollywood figures, a file he shared

shut the operation down on the eve of the scheduled event.

Occult Bureau's Louis de Wohl during the war. Righter had
Hitler's astrologer, Karl Ernst Krafft. He purchased the res

George Geysling, whence he obtained a massive file of Nazi

coverage brags that she is a granddaughter of the notorious
In 1986, Elizabeth Taylor spOnsored a satanist rock fes

wind of the details of her planned "live AIDS" festivity, and

with J. Edgar Hoover. The offices of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Later, Taylor's official representative flatly asserted that this

that period. It was through this network that Ronald Reagan

this reporter was not only part of the operation which shut

were a key channel for Righter and J. Edgar Hoover during

reporter had lied in linking Taylor to that enterprise. Alas,

obtained his code-number as an official FBI informant, and

down that satanist orgy; the details of the matter, including

leader of the Screen Actors' Guild.

Italy's press.

pre-established network of Aleister Crowley; the theosophi

lection of the Turin site, was that this city is the center of

ley, and San Francisco-based Soviet intelligence operations

city is involved in outrightly satahist cult activities. The or

conducted his crucial activities as a key FBI informer and

Righter's operations in California were plugged into a

cal operations centered around Crowley agent Aldous Hux

documentation of Taylor's role, had been front-page news in
The special significance of the Taylor organization's se

satanism in Italy. An estimated 5% of the population of the

featuring Moscow asset Armand Hammer. During the post

ganizers chose Turin as the site of the Taylor organization's

MK-Ultra operations of Aldous Huxley and Gregory Bate

expected there.

war period, this network provided the social basis for the
son.

Later, Bateson, one of the Crowleyite sponsors of early

proposed Satan ritual because the largest turnout could be
It is very much to the point, that Taylor's Turin operation

was closely coordinated with the Crowley organization in

Satan-rock experiments, went on to base his operations under

Britain, which was supplying the: principal entertainment for

the latter one of the co-sponsors, together with the Anti

Vatican investigation had uncovered and exposed the Crow

the sponsorship of New York Episcopal Bishop Paul Moore,

Defamation League's (ADL) Dr. Maurice Davis, of the Jim

Jones Peoples' Temple cult. Bateson operated out of the

Lindisfame center of the New York Episcopal diocese, and

spent the last years of his wicked life working on behalf of

the British druidic cult, Wicca, to establish a nationwide

organization of witches in the United States.

Not only the FBI was involved in such Cult Bureau she

nanigans. During the 1950s, the "Aquarians" had high-level

the event. This was a tactical error on Taylor's part, since a
ley organization's control over international Satan-rock, as
well as satanism generally. Unfortunately, her tactical error

of bringing in the British side of the Crowley mafia was no
mere coincidence.

The Reagans' connections to satanist kookery dates not

from the aftermath of March 31, 1981, or even the mid1960s. The origins of the taint are old Hollywood days.

CIA connections through director Allen Dulles. The Dulles

The Soviet connection

ence of satanist psychoanalyst Carl Jung, a connection con

at Bonn University-the reason his father, Heinrich Marx,

family's Switzerland connections were under the direct influ

Put aside young Karl Marx's dabbling in overt satanism

stituting an important chapter in the Dulles family history. It

pulled him out of there. Put aside the influence which the

had prospered in the MK-Ultra operations.

erted upon Marx during and following his studies at the

was under Dulles, that Gregory Bateson and Aldous Huxley

rabidly gnostic protestant theologian Ludwig Feuerbach ex

University of Berlin. Like fascism, ideological socialism was

Hollywood as a kook center

a secular outgrowth of the Magis' tradition of pseudo-Chris

lywood stars, date from the beginning of that locality's rise

Magus, and Basilides.

ter-dominated from the outset; what has changed in this re

ler's penchant for astrology and Maksim Gorky's Capri in

The notorious morals-or , lack of said-among the Hol

as the nation's entertainment center. Hollywood was gangs

gard is that the top ranks of Meyer Lansky's syndicate were

given the aura of respectability. Excepting the luxurious life

tian gnosticism, dating from the time of Nero's asset, Simon

The distinction is: Fascism and

bolshevism are specifically the "New Age" cults which Hit
doctrination of pre-World War I bolshevik leaders attest.

It is relevant to emphasize, that Fabian socialist John

afforded the stars-as long as they remained stars-the con

Dewey, a Rockefeller family protege, was a fascist during

female) differed little from the conditions of labor of syndi

bolshevists during the 1930s. The common roots of fascism

ditions of labor of contracted Hollywood actors (male and
cate-run prostitutes-then, or now. This shows in the screen

the 1920s, and the leader of a circle of Trotskyist and other
and bolshevism were attested most clearly in Weimar Ger

and TV entertainment produced in the studios; it shows in the

many. Not only did the Soviet foreign secret intelligence

sonal life of most of the putative and aspiring stars.

abortive beer-hall putsch; until Hitler's bloody purge of the

quality of the acting; it shows, past and present, in the per
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services support Hitler's Nazis through the period of the
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Brownshirt allies of General von Schleicher, the mass-base

the U.S.-Mexico border to nearly Cape Hom, are a major

affiliations. The pivots of this saliva-swapping between bol

intelligence down to the present date.

the back-to-nature, small-is-beautiful countercultural cults

three exemplary figures are also useful spoor: Agnes Smed

movement) was recruited, and the phenomenon of National

Bertolt Brecht and Gerhard Eisler. More broadly, the theo

of the Nazis vacillated between Communist and Nazi party

sheviks and Nazis of the 1919-33 interval, were chiefly two:

from which the majority of the Hitler Jugendbewegung (youth
bolshevism.

Ideologically, Nazism was the importation of Russian

New Age fascism into Germany, through such as the German

popularizer of Dostoevsky's writings, Moeller van den Bruck,

component of the operations of the kook division of Soviet
To track the Soviet connection into California kookery,

ley, Armand Hamm er, and the Hollywood connections of
sophical networks associated with the spheres of special in

terest of SIS's Occult Bureau, are a battleground. Western

kooks compete with Soviet kookery specialists in battling for

the author of a "Third Reich" dogma which was merely the
translation of Dostoevsky'S "Third Rome" into German. The
essential difference between Russian bolshevism and Ger

man fascism was that the Russian variety preached Muscov

ite racism, while the German variety preached German rac

ism. All of the other differentia were chiefly of an historical

accidental character.

"New Age" is merely shorthand for "Age of Aquarius."

Fascism and bolshevism are twin products of the twentieth
century, with common origins in the Isle of Capri, both

directly outgrowths of Dostoevsky's, Besant's, Blavatsky's,

Crowley's, and Maksim Gorky's theosophy. Hitler was com

mitted to exterminating all traces of Western European Ju

deo-Christian civilization, especially the Judaism of Moses

Mendelssohn and the Christian tradition of St. Augustine.

This "Aquarian" New Age kookery's
i1!fluence upon the establishment
and growing portions of the U.S.
population, is the major national
security threat to the United States,
short of outright thermonuclear
war. That is the signfjicance qf
finding two longstanding dupes
emplaced as the First Family.

On this point, there is no difference between Hitler and the

Muscovite Russian Orthodox Church which has been dedi

cated to exterminating Western Christianity since no later

than 1440. The common feature of both fascism and bolshe

control, with the Soviet intelligence generally gaining.

demand for the "transvaluation of values," to exterminate the

establishment and growing portions of the U.S. population,

Dionysos-Osiris.

of outright thermonuclear war. That is the significance of

vism, respecting Western European civilization, is Nietzsche's

image of Socrates and Christ, in favor of the satanic cult of
The Soviet exploitation of New Age theosophy as a lead

ing part of the stock-in-trade for subversion of the West, was

This "Aquarian" New Age kookery's influence upon the

is the major national security threat to the United States, short
finding two longstanding dupes emplaced as the First Family.

officially adopted at the 1920 Baku conference of the Com

Excuses commonly available

participating. That policy was institutionalized as the central

more or less under the influence of astrology, it is a great

is assigned coordination of the work of exterminating the

racket to set up their own horoscope news service. By manip

Since 1920, the Mikoyan family of the Soviet Nomenklatura

into mass-circulated horoscopes, one can shape the outcome

Church of Central and South America, and the families of

ply sell products which would otherwise be objects of con

munist International, with Soviet fellow-traveler Rudolf Hess
feature of the work of the Soviet Oriental Institute, to which

influence of Christianity in Central and South America today.

has been tied to sponsorship of this activity. The Gnostic

the Synarchists of the 1920s through 1940s, are today key to

drug-trafficking and terrorism throughout the region, all with

close links to the Soviet KGB.

The outrightly kookish side of Soviet intelligence pene

tration of California dates from prior to World War I, contin

uing before and for some time after that under the direction

of the most important agent for the Communist International

in Asia and Spanish-speaking America, India-born Com

munist M.N. Roy. Roy's old oriental networks, penetrating

deep into Gnostic and Synarchist networks from just south of
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With an estimated 50 million Americans reported to be

temptation for shrewd fellows who know the tricks of that
ulating the mass mind through suggestions artfully inserted
of elections, shape the behavior of financial markets, or sim
temptuous glances by retail shoppers.

At the same time, if one can find that some official of

business or government has a credulous streak of superstition
in him or her, or a candidate who might be molded before

gaining office, one can control the policies of government,

more or less as the Reagan household's astrologers have
shaped the policymaking of the United States.

How very tempting. As P.T. Barnum, of "a sucker is

born every minute" fame, would have recommended: Rather

than freeing the population from such satanic superstitions,
National
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why not compete in exploiting the profits to be gained?

matically in Adam Smith's doctrine of the "Invisible Hand."

tion of horoscopes. As we see in California today, the mys

Friedman on this point has been pretty cruel stuff. For the

occasion for reviving Orson Welles's Nostradamus hoax.

has not flinched at destroying the farms, industries, basic

events, such as a wave of improbably coincidental major

States. Hospitals are being closed down, old-age pensions'

than merely conducting an assassination by a New Age kook

while, while shifting more and ,more Americans out of pro

enhance fingertip control over the credulous?

forms of services labor, and while the physical economy of

Often, intelligence services go beyond mere manipula

terious setting of a spectacularly frightening fire becomes the
Rather than merely orchestrating mysterious and ominous

fires, why not couple that with prophetic predictions? Rather
member of the Hinckley family, why not use the incident to
Now, when Soviet intelligence is on a worldwide binge

of assassinations and spectacular acts of sabotage, why not

President Reagan's interpretation of drug lobbyist Milton

sake of his cult belief in the "Invisible Hand," the President

economic infrastructure, and military defenses of the United

real-wage value is being cut dtastically, and so on. Mean

ductive jobs into the lowest-paid, non-productive, menial

the United States is collapsing, this President has the gall to
say that, under his administration, we have so far experienced

use Soviet access to key astrologers to produce a conjuncture

"sixty-seven months of uninterrupted economic recovery."

drive the credulous masses of the population quite mad, and

eral Assembly-as the fellow says, "with his bare face hang

of astrological prophecies and catastrophes whose effect is to

The same Reagan stood before the United Nations' Gen

manipulable? It was exactly what the Magicians did consist

ing out" -and said that no nation has "the right to economic

manipulate the internal affairs of Greece. It has been done

creased death-rates, which his foreign economic policies have

ently, in using their agents at the Delphi Cult of Apollo, to

again and again by those who had studied this tradition and
its arts of mind-manipulation ever since.

development." He can not see the misery, including in

imposed upon almost the majority of the human race.

In the case of the current strikes in Poland, the adminis

The issue is not limited to the fact that the policymaking

tration's immorality is the same. Those strikers are protesting

such tricks. The mind of the population can be manipulated

upon Poland because the Reagan administration continues to

of a credulous American President can be manipulated by
just as Mark Twain described in his Connecticut Yankee in

King Arthur's Court. A U.S. population degraded into su

perstitious attitudes toward astrology, is no more rational in

its behavior than the meanest pack of ignorant savages.

This astrology racket, with its plethora of ugly witchcraft

attached, is a major internal national security threat to the

existence of the United States. If we are so induced to destroy

our nation from within, we are soon easily reduced to slavery
by a great Soviet adversarial force from the outside.

Christians who are not Christians
Among what Donald Regan has set into motion now, is a

against the savage IMF austerity which Moscow has imposed

demand this. The administration expresses its sympathy for

the strikers, while insisting that no concessions be made to

tens of millions of Poles suffering U.S. -dictated IMF auster

ity!

What is wrong with a President's mind, that he could be

so indifferent to the vast human suffering imposed by his

worship of the hedonistic irrationalism of the "Invisible Hand"
dogma? Surely, there is something awry in that mind, some

thing which ought to be identified and changed? Of course,

Christians have a certain affection for the President; they

desire that his individual soul might be saved from astrology.
Essentially, there is no difference between the state of

destruction of the public relations hoax portraying Ronald

mind which believes in the "Invisible Hand," and one which

about the recent policy-shaping of our government, in addi

that state of mind is an irrational one, not truly sane. In the

sign his INF appeasement of Moscow.

in a point of cult-mythology, that no evidence of human

of protest against Pope John Paul IT's Sollicitudo Rei Socialis.

blind persistence in serving nothing but that cult belief.

Reagan as a devout Christian. This illuminates many truths
tion to the astrological catastrophe of Mr. Reagan's haste to
Remember, the Reagan administration made quite a howl

The same administration which is engaged in a headlong

drive to deliver world domination to Moscow, protests with

affected righteous indignation that the Pope should recognize

"structures of sin" to exist both in the West and Moscow.
Surely, all history shows that astrology is a structure based

upon worship of Satan, and surely most Americans must

agree that worship of Satan is a pretty nasty form of sin.

believes in astrology. In the relatively least offensive part,

worst part, that is a state of mind which believes so devoutly

suffering caused by that belief is permitted to interfere with
So, credulous superstition becomes evil rampant.

More important, we see in the unfortunate present state

of the First Family a reflection of what our nation has become.

It is important to recognize the implications of what Donald

Regan has forced into the open. Much worse is the fact that

the polls tell us that Americans are about to nominate a choice
of next President which is perhaps much, much worse than

However, that encyclical made no reference to the as

Ronald Reagan, worse even than a Jimmy Carter who, by his

case was the inevitably immoral consequences of following

day-school classes at a weekend Allman Brothers rock con

trologers' influence over the White House. The sin in this
those dogmas of hedonistic irrationalism embedded axio62
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own admission, prepared his state of mind for Baptist Sun
cert.
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